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Abstract 

 

This study evaluates the value of Eyeware’s eye tracking technology for 

commercialization in the retail industry. 

Combining theoretical frameworks of technology adoption with first-hand feedback from 

retail experts and end-consumers, findings suggest that Eyeware’s technology has value 

for retailers that understand the need for innovating, that have sufficient resources and 

whose needs fit with Eyeware’s solution. To increase the market entry’s success, it is 

recommended that the company engages in some kind of partnership or joint venture, as 

well as finds a way to avoid legal constrictions regarding data privacy, among other 

recommendations. 
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1 - Introduction 

Eyeware is a spin-off from the Idiap Research Institute Martigny, and it develops 

solutions based on proprietary algorithms for the detection of eye movement. As many 

firms that start with an interesting technology, Eyeware is struggling to determine the 

most profitable niche where they could flourish - a classic technology push situation. The 

management team has identified the retail sector as one of the key industries for their 

strategic focus. 

Consequently, this work will study the application of the technology at hand in the retail 

sector, by identifying the strategic value and synergies inherent from this linkage; and 

study the optimal approach strategy to enter this market. For the approach, two scenarios 

will be compared - with and without partnerships - and the chosen scenario will be further 

explored. 

The study will be based mostly on article review and framework application, since it is a 

still very untapped market, where historical information is not abundant. Still, the opinion 

of sector managers and leaders, as well as end-consumers, was sought to provide practical 

content to the recommendations. 

Potential solutions and recommendations may be, for example, that the company should 

enter the technology as a component of an established ecosystem of technologies, 

targeting then the companies that own and sell this system; or that the company should 

use the technology as a stand-alone product, thus targeting the end consumers (the 

retailers). 
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2 – Context and Literature Review 

2.1 – Company and the Technology 

Eyeware is a young company that develops solutions based on proprietary algorithm for 

the detection of eye-gaze direction.  

The idea first appeared in Arkathon Hacking Health 2015 as a project to develop a virtual 

computer mouse designed to help quadriplegics and other disabled people who can’t use 

their arms. In 2016, it was incorporated in Switzerland as Eyeware Tech SA, and since 

then it has been developing the patent-pending 3D eye tracking software to enable human 

attention detection in different industries. These industries include Healthcare, Robotics, 

Advertising, Automotive, Social Studies, Gaming, Smart Home, Industry 4.0, and more 

recently, Retail. 

Among other achievements, Eyeware won the Arkathon in 2015; won WITSA Emerging 

Digital Solution 2016 award; it was one of the 5 finalists of SwissICT awards in 2017; 

and later in that year it was nominated by a prestigious Portuguese online news app 

“Observador” as one of the “Top 10 startups” in Web Summit. 

The competing systems (based on PCCR - pupil centre corneal reflection) have the 

limitations of using proprietary hardware to track only one user’s attention to one 2D 

screen, with limited movement. On the other hand, Eyeware’s 3D technology enables 

gaze tracking for multiple people at the same time in up to 40x larger volume, towards 

multiple objects, and all this using consumer hardware. 

2.2 - Data Collection 

Data collection, as in the activity of collecting information in a standardized and 

meaningful way, is more and more important in every day’s life. It is a growing market, 

with its revenues increasing about 12% per year, and software is expected to have a bigger 
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weight on this revenues in the decades to come. Data volume collected by smart buildings, 

for example, is expected to grow 2,5x in the next three years, from 14.6 to 37.2 zetabytes 

(Statista, 2015)1. 

One of the major concerns about data collection, though, is the privacy issues. As data 

collection practices increase and companies rush to gather all kinds of data about 

customers, data collectors must be wearier of what is considered invasive or not. 

Consistently, everywhere around the world countries are changing regulatory constraints 

regarding data privacy, which can prove to be both a threat and an opportunity for new 

technologies (Wikipedia, 2017; Tucker, 2015; Parsons et al, 2015; Michalsons)2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 

2.3 - Technology Push 

A technology-push, in its basic definition, happens when innovation is not driven by a 

specific market need, but only for the sake of innovating. The innovators then have to 

search for markets where their new product or service can be applied. The case of 

Eyeware is a good example of a Technology Push, since the company made developments 

in the area of Eye Tracking, and is now looking for markets where these developments 

may have value. 

One of these potential markets for the application of the technology, identified by the 

Management team of the company, is Retail. The data collected by this new technology 

can have endless applications towards understanding consumer behavior, and one of the 

key objectives of this study is to understand if there is, in fact, any value in joining 

Eyeware with Retail; and if so, how should this connection be made. 

2.4 - Retail 

As defined in “Retailing Management” retail is “the set of business activities that adds 

value to the products and services sold to consumers for their personal or family 
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use”(Levy et al, 2012: 6)7. 

Retail is said to be one of the most important industries for the global economy, with huge 

revenues and weight on employment. According to Statista’s predictions in 20148, total 

retail sales worldwide should amount to US$ 28.3 trillion in 2018, which accounts for 

approximately 34% of Global GDP’s prediction for the same year. 

2.4.1 - General trends in Retail 

The trends in this market, hereinafter to be discussed, are important in the sense that it is 

key to understanding if there is a real problem that this technology solves, and what are 

the current conditions of the industry. 

Retail, as we know it, is changing rapidly. Innovation in retail is driven by a rapid increase 

of competitive pressure (that in some cases even led to a rapid transition from quasi 

monopoly positions to hyper-competition) (Castaldo et al, 2013; Peng et al, n.d.)9, 10, and 

traditional retailers are seeing the sales productivity of their brick-and-mortar stores 

decreasing, as they struggle to redefine the role of the store in a multichannel, millennial-

led world (IBM, 2012)11.  

There are essentially two slightly distinct points of view for the future of physical retail: 

a pessimistic and an optimistic. The pessimistic authors, in general, recommend strategies 

that imply companies should either give up competing with the digital advent, or reinvent 

completely their formats (Lal et al, 2014)12. The optimistic writers, although agreeing that 

the formats must be changed, insist that saying that the physical retail is dead is greatly 

exaggerating, since most probable reasons for store closings and companies going 

insolvent is the excess, in number, of stores (Treadgold et al, 2016; Wahba, 2017)13, 14 , 

and the lack of perception of customer trends (Biggs, 2017)15. 
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There is a clear excess of physical stores for the customers’ needs; people are spending 

more online; and people’s needs are shifting from materialism to an increasingly shared 

society (Thompson, 2012 and 2017)16, 17, but retailers are starting to realize that they must 

be agile and flexible (as well as use real-time data and analytics) to meet these shifting 

needs of consumers (Deloitte, 2011)18, and to ensure physical retail’s survival and its 

participation on multi-channel formats (Pantano et al, 2014)19. 

After understanding these two points of view regarding retail’s future, it is important to 

understand what are companies going to do, because even though the circumstances are 

different, both sides agree that something must be done to ensure the physical retail’s 

endurance. It is clear that innovation is imperative for long-term success in this situation 

(Berry et al, 2010; Haydock, 2014)20, 21, and some general trends are easily identified: 

Firstly, most knowledgeable people in the area believe that big data and analytics will be 

in the epicenter of strategies that work against the end of retail. Retail data analytics has 

the ability to help companies stay abreast of shopping trends, enabling retailers to apply 

data-driven strategies based on customer analytics, online shopping trends and in-store 

patterns (Virmani, 2017)22. Retailers that are embracing these data-first strategies are 

reaping dividends (Marr, 2015)23, especially in data-driven areas like mass fashion, where 

stores using strategies based on data and analytics like H&M, Zara and Forever 21 are 

thriving while mass stores struggle (Schlossberg, 2015)24. An IBM’s study on big data 

(2013)25 presents some interesting findings: most organizations are in the early stages of 

big data planning; in retail, more than half survey respondents identify customer analytics 

as their organization’s top priority; and the majority of retailers use internal data as 

primary source of big data within their organizations. 
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Secondly, many also talk about how multichannel store formats (where digital and 

physical work together) will be key to survive in a growing online world. This should be 

separated as a different trend since it involves basically implementing technologies that 

allow for the connection between the online and the offline. In IBM’s “Reinventing 

Retailing” (2012), it is said that “As brick-and-mortar retailers prepare for battle with the 

online merchants, they must transform into truly seamless multichannel businesses. In 

doing so, there are several areas they can draw upon for competitive advantage.”.  

And thirdly, the creation of immersive experiences, with the objective of enhancing 

customers’ experiences, is also referred multiple times. Given the current retail landscape, 

this sector “is forced to pursuit existing consumers and attract new ones” and “immersive 

technologies can be an efficient tool for pushing innovation in retailing.”(Pantano et al, 

2012)26. Exploring digital technologies to create immersive retail experiences is even 

more important since many brands are already jumping on this experiential retail trend 

(Reality Interactive, 2017)27. 

Many authors even refer already to eye tracking technologies or movement and path 

tracking in-store as an option for innovation in retail. A TechCrunch’s article (Dickson, 

2017)28 exposes the different applications of eye tracking software. And among VR, PC 

gaming and medicine, the topic of physical advertisement is discussed: “In the physical 

world, however, eye tracking is already showing promise.”, and quoting Dominic Porco, 

CEO at Impax Media, a digital advertising company, Dickson writes ”Market research 

firms are experimenting with directly measured biometric data to precisely determine the 

composition of people in out-of-home media environments such as retail stores, for 

audience measurement purposes.” 
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2.4.2 - Market Approach 

After deciding whether the company should venture into data collection for the Retail 

industry, and if the decision is positive, the question that arises is on how it should be 

done. Two different major paths exist: in the first, the company enters as a service 

provider, alone, in the retail market, and tries to sell to as many clients as it can; in the 

second, the company joins resources with another bigger, or just different, firm, and takes 

advantage of this other company’s resources. 

The book “Marketing of High-Technology Products and Innovations” (Mohr et al, 

2005)29 proposes different reasons for partnering or not in different stages of the product 

life-cycle, and adapts a simplified version of the framework proposed in the article 

“Establishing a Standard: Competitive Strategy and Technological Standards in Winner-

Take-All Industries”(Hill, 1997)30 to define the best strategies to be leader on the market, 

through different variations of partnerships. It proposes a framework for deciding the best 

approach, when it comes to partnerships, for creating an industry standard, having in 

consideration major inputs: the presence of barriers to imitation (in High Technology, this 

usually implies the existence of a patent); the possession of complementary resources 

from the company in question (whether the company has access to all the resources it 

needs to thrive in the market); and the existence of capable competitors (competitors 

capable of imitating the technology of the firm, or developing their own, or with 

technologies that are able to provide more or less the same service). 

In general, partnerships are formed as a cost-efficient manner of companies gaining 

access to resources that would cost too much time or money to develop on their own. In 

the emergence phase of the product life-cycle, substantial uncertainty surrounds the 

product, and one of the key reasoning for partnering is that the potential alliances are 
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valuable to establish standards that reduce uncertainty. Other reasons for partnering 

include: “Access resources and skills; Gain cost efficiencies; Speed time to market; 

Access new markets; Define industry standards; Develop innovations and new products; 

Develop complementary products; Gain market clout.” As for the risks, the ones 

presented are: “Loss of autonomy and control; Loss of trade secrets; Legal issues and 

antitrust concerns; Failure to achieve objectives.”. 

For identifying the Core Competencies that enable Eyeware to create competitive 

advantages, the following criteria was used, based, once again, on “Marketing of High-

Technology Products and Innovations”: Core competencies must “make a 

disproportionate contribution to customer-perceived value”; capabilities “must be 

competitively unique”; and core competencies should “allow a firm to access a wide 

variety of very disparate market opportunities”.  

Another very important framework used from this book tests the viability of resources as 

competitive advantages, in two dimensions: One, regarding the superiority of the 

resource, has two tests: Customer value and resource rareness. The second dimension, to 

evaluate the sustainability of this superiority, also has two tests: durability and 

inimitability. 

► Customer Value - “is the difference between the benefits that a customer realizes 

from using a product and the total life-cycle costs that the customer incurs in finding, 

acquiring, using, maintaining and disposing of the product”; 

► Resource Rareness - “resources are sufficiently rare that the competitors or producers 

of substitutes are not able to offer the same, or similar, set of benefits and life-cycle costs”; 
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► Durability - “how rapidly a valuable resource becomes obsolete due to innovation by 

current or potential competitors. The longer it takes for a resource to be rendered obsolete, 

the more likely it is to be a sustained source of value”; 

► Inimitability - “is concerned with how easily a competitor can obtain a valuable 

resource either through internal development or purchase in the market”, given that if a 

competitor can obtain the same service, the value creation is only temporary. 

3 - Methodology 

In order to complete this comprehensive overview on the potential application of Eye 

Tracking technologies on the physical retail market, this study firstly consulted 

publications on the retail market, more specifically on new technologies in retail, as well 

as on data collection and business intelligence for the same sector. Two different types of 

sources of information were used for this purpose: Text articles (mostly online journals 

and publications) for more current and practical information; and Books for more generic 

knowledge, such as definitions, frameworks and models.  

A mixed-methods approach was applied, in the sense that, to better understand the retail 

sector and its needs, qualitative methods were applied and interviews to six field experts 

were conducted; and to better understand end customers, a web-based survey was 

distributed, and quantitative analysis methods were applied.  

Many articles and books were consulted to seek the opinion of different authors on the 

feasibility of new technologies in retail. Both for the book and article search, the 

following keywords were used, in different combinations: “Technology”; “Innovation”; 

“Retail”; “Data”; “Eye-tracking”; and variations of these words.  

The opinion of industry experts was also sought, through online in-depth interviews, to 

serve as confirmation of the hypothesis that there is strategic value in connecting the 
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company and the sector, and to understand how Eyeware can create value for Retailers 

and create sustainable competitive advantages. Two types of companies were contacted: 

Retailers (mainly discount stores and speciality stores) and Marketing Research 

companies. From the six respondents: 

► Two work at the Business Intelligence department of a Portuguese Retail company;  

► Three work at different Market Research companies (one of them Portuguese, the other 

two global companies, from which one works in research related to Technology in Retail);  

► And the other interviewed works at a B2B service provider, managing only clients in 

the Retail and Start-ups sector.  

These were assumed to be the most knowledgeable when it comes to data collection in 

retail, and the most suitable to provide insights. The interview was comprised of 

approximately 20 open questions, done with the objective of comprehending the general 

trends and needs of the retail sector when it comes to data collection, so that in the end 

all the answers could be aggregated in a list of facts that could be used to provide 

insightful recommendations for the company. 

In addition, a survey was conducted to understand the general acceptance of this 

technology, when it comes to the end consumer of the retailers’ activities. Data privacy 

concerns were the major focus, since it is the biggest hindrance to the company’s 

activities, and the objective was to quantify the level of comfort/acceptance of end 

consumers when exposed to this technology, in different scenarios. The questionnaire was 

distributed through social media and email. As a result, a convenience sample of 250 

observations was obtained, containing predominantly Portuguese students with age 

between 18 and 24 years old. The survey consisted in three major parts, where the first 

generally profiled respondents in terms of acceptance of standard data collection tools, 
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the second evaluated their level of comfort when confronted with tools such as Eyeware’s, 

and finally the third part profiled respondents demographically (age, gender, nationality 

and profession). 

4 - Results 

4.1 - Qualitative Analysis 

In order to understand if there was an actual viability of the technology in the retail 

market, the insights of industry experts were sought through interviews. The main insights 

retrieved from such research were the following: 

► Major market trends identified, among others, included the growth of e-commerce 

platforms, globalization of retail, omnichannel platforms, more tech-savvy customers and 

augmented analytics applied to personalization and customization (meaning Cloud and 

Big data analytics, analyzed through Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning across 

every aspect of the business); 

► Data analytics is important for retail mainly because of the competitive landscape of 

the industry, the focus on the customer, the complex logistics and operations and it being 

a low-margin business. Quoting one of the interviewed experts, “players who don’t apply 

data-based decisions and recommendation systems will lose the game”. By applying data 

insights to day-to-day decisions and strategic planning, companies can better adapt their 

offer to changing customer demand; 

► Biggest value creation comes from supporting strategic decisions, and more 

specifically through optimization of processes and expenses and the increase of customer 

satisfaction and conversion rates. More particularly, using data to determine product 

placement, price elasticity and price competition is key to create value; 
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► As data for analysis, companies mainly use data already available, such as searches 

and purchase transactions (from loyalty cards, for example), but also collect other 

information through observers/surveys and sensors, like traffic counters; 

► Clear value creation is the most important data feature for retailers, followed by 

precision, real time information and easiness of implementing the technology; 

► Retailers find it hard to invest in new data collection because it is very difficult to 

connect the costs (Salaries, servers, technology, opportunity costs, etc.) to benefits (value 

added in different areas, like costs, processes, customer retention, competitive factors, 

etc.). Also, some show preference for using the data already collected and not or badly 

analyzed, since it is less costly and there is still a lot of value in it; 

► Interviewed experts believe there is plenty of value and a big need for behavioral data 

in retail; 

► Privacy issues, as expected, are identified as the main concern for Eye tracking 

technologies. 

4.2 - Quantitative Analysis 

The biggest challenge regarding the entrance of Eyeware’s technology in the retail 

industry, as said before, is understanding what is considered invasive or not for end 

customers. With fear of losing clients, retailers might avoid using technologies that are 

dubious in terms of how they work or how the data collected is used.  

With this in mind, a study was developed to better understand where is the line that 

separates acceptable from invasive. An online survey was conducted, with a total of 250 

answers, and the following are some of the conclusions we can gather from the results. 

Be aware that, given the age and nationality bias of the sample, no conclusions were made 

using the variables “Age”, “Nationality” and “Occupation”.  
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► Considering the level of comfort regarding different types of data, behavioral data 

related to consumer reactions and movements is the one where the respondents have 

shown most discomfort - mean value 2.312, and were less undecided - standard deviation 

1.12, on a scale from 1 (extremely uncomfortable) to 5 (comfortable); 

► There are more people thinking they are getting a low return from the data they provide 

than people considering the return just enough or that they are getting more than they 

should (mean of 2.35 on a scale from 1 “Lower than expected” to 5 ”Higher than 

expected”); 

► People are generally uncomfortable with aggregate data collection through 3D cameras 

(mean value of 2.496 on a scale from 1 “Extremely uncomfortable” to 5 ”Extremely 

comfortable”); 

► When faced with the possibility of discounts resulting from this data collection, one 

can observe a shift, as people are much more comfortable with the data collection - when 

performing an ANOVA, we can reject the null hypothesis of both means being the same, 

meaning there is a significant (positive) change in the results when we introduce the 

discount factor; 

► People are less comfortable when their data is collected as a part of an aggregate data 

set (mean of 2.496) than when their information is individualized (mean of 2.659 on a 

scale from 1 “Extremely uncomfortable” to 5 ”Extremely comfortable”); 

► Generally, people are likely to go to stores with this kind of data collection (mean 

value of 3.314, on a scale from 1”Extremely unlikely” to 5”Extremely Likely”). Still, 

26% responded they wouldn’t give this kind of data. The remaining were divided in terms 

of discount values, but a big part would only do it for discounts bigger than 30%. 
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5 - Findings 

5.1 - Strategic Value 

The model for understanding if there is, indeed, any strategic value, should have the 

following three assumptions: 

► The first assumption relates to everything mentioned before concerning the retail 

landscape and trends. Being that Retail is a very competitive industry, and this 

competition only tends to rise due to constant pressure from e-commerce, retailers are 

always looking for ways to innovate, to create competitive advantages that puts them 

ahead of competitors; 

► The second assumption relates to the fact that only retailers with a certain amount of 

capabilities, know-how, size and money will be able to invest in technologies such as 

Eyeware’s; 

► Finally, the third assumption is made considering that retailers do not always look for 

data analysis technologies to innovate, because this may not be the right fit for their needs. 

The results of the research done tell us that retailers look, in general, by either innovation 

that creates immersive experiences for the consumers; innovation that allows for multi-

channel experiences in-store; and innovation that brings new data and data analysis 

techniques to the table. Only if retailers are looking for the latter, there will be any 

strategic alignment and hence any strategic value. 

5.2 – Options for market approach 

The approach to this market, in the perspective of the company, has two major different 

paths, that will be further explained: Entering the market as a stand-alone service/product, 

selling directly to retailers; and entering the market as a component of a service, meaning 
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entering the market as a part of an ecosystem that provides a service to retailers, thus 

basically targeting the ecosystem. 

Entering the market as a stand-alone product 

If the company decides to enter the market alone and sell its services to retailers directly, 

it is clear that potential revenues will be much higher, but the adjacent risk will be higher 

too, assuming that entering alone brings more volatility and uncertainty to the company 

and process. 

In this scenario, the company would contact each retailer separately and sell its services 

to each one, meaning that it would be able to provide a personalized service to customers 

(adapting the technology to client’s requests and needs). 

Major challenges would concern to the company’s reputation. Entering a market alone, 

as a start-up, will signal to clients an uncertainty on the ability to deliver results. Also, 

new companies like Eyeware are prone to a lack of resources such as capital, time, 

knowledge/skills, directions and planning, and are usually subject to huge information 

overloads and poor marketing; and entering alone in the market will worsen this. 

In summary, potential advantages of this strategy are: 

► Easier to focus on end customers; 

► Higher profitability (higher margins); 

► The company can decide their vision, values and strategy, and won’t be affected by 

other companies’ decisions or bad publicity; 

► The company can choose their own clients strategically. 

On the other hand, disadvantages are: 

► The company will have to look for their own clients and create their own know-how 

and network; 
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► Higher initial investment; and higher cost of failure (bigger downside); 

► Have to create their own reputation, and reaching clients may be challenging; 

► May be in disadvantage, if close competitor decides to partner with a big player. 

Entering with partnerships, joint ventures or an ecosystem 

According to “Marketing of High Technology Products and Innovation”21, relationship 

marketing “refers to the formation of long-term relationships with customers and other 

business partners, which yield mutually satisfying, win-win results. In high tech fields, 

several forces exist that necessitate the use of partnerships and alliances.” Among these 

forces, there is the need to bring a complete, end-to-end solution to the market. Eyeware, 

in this approach, would target either service companies that work on collecting data (like 

SAP, Microsoft, Huawei, Sonae, etc.); or companies that have already established or are 

establishing smart stores or any other kind of ecosystem of technologies where Eyeware 

would have a part (like Farfetch, Amazon, etc.). 

Entering the market with the help of others encompasses a trade-off: the company will 

experience a reduction in margins and in control of the activities for resources that can 

include initial capital, know-how, client base/access to network, etc. 

Partnerships can be divided into Horizontal (competitors and complementors) and 

Vertical (with companies in other levels of the supply chain).  

Potential advantages are: 

► Access to already existing customer base and partners’ know-how; 

► Presents customers with a more complex and developed service; 

► Potential synergies from other technologies that belong to partnership or that have 

partnership with partners; 
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► Possibility of benefiting from technologies of scale or scope, with the access to 

partners’ resources; 

► Potential access to other markets other than retail, thus enlarging potential market; 

► Can be an advantage when comparing with competitors. 

Potential disadvantages are: 

► Obligation to submit to partner’s or ecosystem’s vision, strategy and values; 

► Other firms may appropriate Eyeware’s know-how in an opportunistic fashion; 

► Losing the possibility of a monopolistic position, having to share revenues; 

► Dependence on partner’s reputation and public relations. 

Comparison and choice 

Considering that the company has high barriers to entry (patent pending); lacks critical 

competitive resources (like client access, capital, management capabilities, reputation, 

end-to-end solution, etc.) and there are potential competitors (some with similar 

technologies, and others that may develop their own similar technology); the competitive 

strategy most applicable to the situation, according to the framework in “Establishing a 

Standard”(Hill, 1997)30 is the “Selective Partnering” strategy, consisting in entering into 

an alliance with one or few other enterprises, in order to jointly (and aggressively) 

promote the firms’ technology as a new industry standard. 

Also, when evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of both options, one can see that 

not only partnering has much more valuable advantages; but also, that its disadvantages 

can be avoided, mostly through thorough due diligence and strict partnership contracts. 

When it comes to the types of companies Eyeware should partner with, and since the 

objective should be to bring an end-to-end solution to the market, the focus should be on 

companies that have technologies that complement the firm’s service: mainly horizontal 
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integration, such as complementors or even competitors that have similar technologies, 

and whose advantages differ from Eyeware’s (companies already in the data collection 

business); or vertical integration with, for example, market research firms. 

Regarding this decision of performing selective partnering, there are some risks to have 

in consideration. The loss of autonomy and control, for example, is a given risk since it 

is the trade-off that makes companies want to partner with Eyeware. Companies will only 

partner if they see there is value, and value for other companies usually comes attached 

to some kind of control. Some adjacent risk is also present in the fact that the company 

has to share information about processes, the technology, and “trade secrets”. The 

appropriation of the technology or processes by a bigger firm is a threat and must be 

conditioned by tight confidentiality agreements and by limiting transparency with 

partners. Antitrust issues must also be dealt with, but for the emergence stage of the 

company, it shouldn’t be that much of a problem. 

5.3 – Privacy Concerns 

As expected, the results of the survey showed that people are generally concerned with 

the privacy issues of this technology, but most will accept the data collection when given 

the right incentives. For some, discounts and coupons are enough, while for others 

nothing will make them accept this technology. It should be top priority for the company 

to understand who are these people that won’t provide the data, what makes them 

uncomfortable in providing this data and at what type of retailers have a client base that 

is less subject to this problem. 

5.4 - Creating sustainable competitive advantages: Technical and Business 

advantages 

“Competitive advantage exists when the firm possesses resources and competencies that 
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enable it to provide superior benefits to customers or give it a cost advantage, are rare and 

difficult to imitate.” (Mohr et al, 2005: 82)29. 

Although it is clear, from what has been seen previously, that the technology has potential 

in the retail sector, one question that is important to answer and to understand is “How 

does this company create value for the customers?”. Generically, we have that collecting 

behavioral data helps retailers understand consumer preferences. This, in its place, can 

bring value by allowing companies to: Gain competitive intelligence on future market 

conditions; target customers more successfully; optimize operations, supply chains and 

shelf display; and personalize outreach. 

Eyeware, in particular, can bring all this value through the following core competencies 

(set of procedures at which the company excels): Real-time information; non-invasive 

way to collect information; no very specific hardware needed, just a standard 3D camera 

(relevant especially when comparing with similar technologies in the market); ability to 

track multiple people at a time; does not require a closed environment to collect relevant 

information; and in-store collection (“no ad block”). 

In order to understand if and which of these competences can, in fact, create sustainable 

competitive advantages, four parameters were used: 

► Customer Value - The core competencies above described provide their customers 

with value by providing insightful information that will allow them to make well-

grounded strategic decisions which will enable better efficiency of operations, better 

predictability of consumption and stock and better customer retention. As it was seen 

through the experts’ insights, a clear value creation, precision, real-time feedback and 

easiness to implement are the most valuable features of data collection, and it is easy to 

see that the core competencies of the company can help fulfilling these features; 
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► Resource Rareness - The patent that the company has filed will provide the protection 

it needs from imitation, not letting competitors provide the exact same service. Still, 

competitors can develop a similar technology with similar advantages. The advantage the 

company has, with this core competencies, is that no other technology can provide a 

service with all these features combined. A software that provides insightful real-time 

information through non-invasive sensors, is able to track multiple people at a time and 

doesn’t need a specified hardware is rare and unlikely to be imitated (RFID technology, 

for example, has the problem of being intrusive in the way that the tags linger on after the 

item is purchased; and of not being precise because it can be easily disrupted or jammed); 

► Durability - Given that what the company provides is a service, and this service 

composes of real-time information on consumer preferences (which are always changing) 

there will be value creation as long as there are customers going to physical stores; 

► Inimitability - There is, in fact, the risk that competitors get their hands on a similar 

technology. What is important to note here though, is that Retail is a very competitive 

industry, and companies will gain value even if it is only for a short period, and if they 

don’t invest in such technologies they will be left behind. 

6 - Conclusion 

6.1 - Final Recommendations 

As it could be seen throughout this study, Retail is a very promising, and big, opportunity 

for Eyeware. It is a shifting market, with a plenty of uncertainty regarding the future of 

physical stores, and because of this and the competitive nature of the market, companies 

are looking for new ways of creating competitive advantages. There is strategic value in 

connecting both Eyeware and the Retail market, but as the company pushes the 

technology into the market, it must understand all the challenges and constraints it 
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encompasses. With this end in mind, the following recommendations are given, thus 

summarizing the study. 

When it comes to the entrance in the Retail industry, Eyeware should do it as soon as the 

retailer (potential client) is aware of the need to innovate, and has this prioritized; the 

client has the sufficient resources to invest in such technologies; and there is a strategic 

fit between the needs of the retailer and Eyeware’s technology. Also, the company should 

develop strategic partnerships, with one or few other players, in order to access their 

resources and be able to provide a more end-to-end solution to the market. Partners can 

range from complementors, indirect competitors or vertical players such as market 

research companies. Examples of potential companies for these partnerships are Farfetch 

or Amazon (since both are investing in technologies for physical stores); Huawei or 

Microsoft (both sell services and platforms for data collection in retail); IHL Group (a 

global research and advisory firm for the retail and hospitality industries) or other kind of 

market research companies that are working actively with retail; etc.. 

One major concern should be the legal implications of using the technology, as countries 

around the world are tightening regulation concerning data privacy. Also, there is a 

significant part of people, according to the study conducted, who affirm that they 

wouldn’t provide this data for anything. This may reveal to be a blockage to the 

acceptance of this technology, since retailers won’t want to risk their customers’ loyalty. 

Only when this problem is completely solved will the retailers consider using eye tracking 

technologies. The suggestion is for the company to find a way either to work around this 

problem, using the technology to only study behavior on small scale, controlled 

environments; or to make sure everyone agrees to the usage of the technology. For the 

latter scenario, the company could find a way to reward people for allowing this data to 
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be collected, since value creation for the end customer is highly valued, and it was 

observed that the level of comfort of the end customer regarding this type of data 

collection increases significantly when exposed to some kind of tangible reward. 

When developing the end-product and designing the positioning statement, Eyeware 

should be aware that clear value creation is the feature in data collection procedures that 

Retailers most value. Precision, real-time analytics and collection methods easy to 

implement are also highly valued. A proof of concept would be helpful, if the company 

could connect their technology to real value added in a practical example. 
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8 - Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Interview Draft 

“My thesis was developed to understand the viability of a software company in the Retail market. At this 

point, I need to collect relevant insights of this market, to serve as validation for my work. The questionnaire 

won't take long, and please be aware that there are no wrong answers. 

 

1 - What option best describes your current situation? 

o Work in retail  

o Work as a service provider for retail companies  

o Other  

 

2 - Company 

 

Service Providers and Others 

 

For simplification purposes, you can try to think about a particular retailer you are used to work with and 

that you find representative of the others' behaviors, and use it as a basis for answering the following 

questions: 

 

3 - Can you identify a few trends that you think will change the Retail market and its business models? 

 

4 - How do you think Data analytics and business intelligence are important for the physical retail sector? 

 

5 - How do companies in Retail usually create value with data collection? And what are the major drivers 

of value? 

 

6 - Do companies in retail usually outsource market research/data analytics? 

7 - Usually, how is data collected in Retail? What technology and data do they use? What new data sources 

you think have potential in the retail sector? 

8 - Which features you think are lacking most in retail companies' data collection strategy? 

 

9 - Which features you consider most important about the data companies collect? 

Order the features in the rank you consider most appropriate, from 1 - "most important", to 9 - "less 

important" 

______ Real-time 

______ Precision 

______ Methods are easy to implement 

______ Easy to analyze 

______ Clear value creation 

______ Non intrusion 

______ Ability to track multiple people at a time 

______ Reputation of service provider 

______ Collects data in-store 
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10 - Do you think the retail industry should have an interest for behavioral data? For what would the 

companies use this kind of data? How could collecting this kind of data add value to a Retailer? 

 

11 - Do you think in-store data collection and real-time consumer analytics would be/are useful for a retail 

company? Why? 

 

12 - What do you consider as the major trade-offs of investing in data analytics for you? What do companies 

have to abdicate to be able to invest in this kinds of solutions? 

 

Retailers 

 

3 - Can you identify a few trends that you think will change the Retail market and its business models? 

 

4 - How do you think Data analytics and business intelligence are important for your company and the 

physical retail sector? 

 

5 - Where do you see your company in terms of data analytics, comparing to competitors? 

 

6 - How do you think the data you collect and analyse creates value for your company? And what are the 

major drivers of value? 

 

7 - Do you outsource market research or data analytics? 

 

8 - How do you/they collect data? What technology and data do you/they use? What new data sources you 

think have potential in the retail sector? 

 

9 - Which features you think are lacking most in your company's data collection strategy? 

 

10 - Which features you consider most important about the data your company collects?  

Order the features in the rank you consider most appropriate, from 1 - "most important", to 9 - "less 

important" 

______ Real-time 

______ Precision 

______ Methods are easy to implement 

______ Easy to analyze 

______ Clear value creation 

______ Non intrusion 

______ Ability to track multiple people at a time 

______ Reputation of service provider 

______ Collects data in-store 

 

11 - Do you collect behavioral data? Do you have interest in this kind of data? For what would you use 

behavioral data? What kind behavioral data would you be interested in? How do you think collecting 

behavioral data could add value to your business? 

 

12 - Do you think in-store data collection and real-time consumer analytics would be/are useful for a retail 

company? Why? 

 

13 - How much do you spend, on average, on data collection and consumer analytics? 
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14 - What are the major trade-offs of investing in data analytics for you? What do you have to abdicate to 

be able to invest in this kinds of solutions? 

 

Company – Same questions for both Retailers and Service Providers 

 

Eyeware is a sofware company that has patented an eye tracking technology that works with simple 3D 

cameras, and is able to track multiple eye movements and provide real time feedback on this information. 

The technology is currently being applied to robotics and healthcare, and the company decided to study the 

alternative of pushing this technology to the retail market as well. 

 

13 - Have you ever used or seen a technology like this one? What technology? 

 

14 - Do you think this technology could have potential in the retail sector? How? 

 

15 - What innovative features you think this technology brings to the table for retail? What are the features 

you find most relevant in this company? And what are the major challenges you think this company will 

face? 

 

16 - In a scale from 1 (low price) to 5 (high price), when compared to similar technologies and processes, 

how much do you think should be paid for Eyeware's services? 

 

17 - Any comments? 

 

18 - If you want more information or are interested in contacting the company, please leave an email address 

below 

 

Thank you for the cooperation! 

Best regards 

António Guimarães” 

 

 

Appendix 2 – Data Features Question from Interview – Ranking 

 

 

 

  

Features
1st Clear value creation
2nd Precision
3rd Real time
4th Methods easy to implement
5th Easy to analyse
6th Collects data in-store
7th Ability to track multiple people at a time
8th Non intrusion
9th Reputation of service provider

Features
1st Clear value creation
2nd Precision
3rd Real time
4th Methods easy to implement
5th Easy to analyse
6th Collects data in-store
7th Ability to track multiple people at a time
8th Non intrusion
9th Reputation of service provider
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Appendix 3 - Privacy and Information Sharing – Survey Script 

 

“Start of Block: Default Question Block 

 

Privacy and Information Sharing 

This questionnaire was made with the purpose of understanding where people stand on data collection and 

giving away their data. Please be aware that the answers are confidential and that there are no wrong 

answers. It will only take about 5 minutes, and thank you for answering! 

 

End of Block: Default Question Block 

Start of Block: Questions for profiling 

 

1 - How much of the personal information you give to companies you think is used for analytical purposes?    

(In a scale of 0 "None" to 5 "Everything")  

 

2 - What kind of data do you think is collected about you?   

(You can choose more than one option)   

▢ Internet navigation/Browser history  (1)  

▢ Social Network activity  (2)  

▢ Location  (3)  

▢ Medical records  (4)  

▢ Education  (5)  

▢ Address  (6)  

▢ Cash balance  (7)  

▢ Others:  (8) _______ 

 

3 - How comfortable are you on sharing your personal information, according to each type of data?   

(In a scale of 1 "Extremely uncomfortable" to 5 "Extremely comfortable") 

• Demographic information (age, gender, nationality, etc.) 

• Professional information (income, work place, education level, etc.) 

• Interests and preferences (social media activity, browser history, favourite brands, etc.) 

• Behavioral data (reactions, movements, etc.) 

 

4 - Do you consider the return you get from providing your personal data to be:   

(In a scale of 1:"Lower than expected"; to 3:"Just right"; to 5:"Higher than expected")   

 

5 - Do you have the Location Services enabled on your phone? 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  

o I don't know  (3)  

 

6 - Do you usually read "Terms and Conditions" when creating accounts with your personal information? 

o No, I never read them  (1)  

o I read them when it's sensitive data  (2)  

o I read the relevant parts  (3)  

o I read them always  (4)  

o Other:  (5) ______ 

 

7 - How much do you usually spend on an average trip to any kind of retail store? 

o 0-19€  (1)  
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o 20 - 49€  (2)  

o 50 - 99€  (3)  

o 100 - 149€  (4)  

o More than 150€  (5)  

 

End of Block: Questions for profiling 

Start of Block: Presentation of the Company 

 

Eyeware is a software company that collects real-time data about what people are looking at in a confined 

space, with the use of 3D cameras. This company is thinking about joining the Retail industry, where 

information about consumer preferences could be collected and analyzed to understand trends in 

consumption. 

 

End of Block: Presentation of the Company 

Start of Block: Questions 1 

 

8 - How comfortable would you feel if companies used a software like Eyeware's to collect aggregate data 

on people's eye movements in general, without individualizing anyone?   

(In a scale of "Extremely uncomfortable" to "Extremely comfortable") 

 

9 - How comfortable would you be if this data could be used to provide clients with discounts on the 

products they are interested in?   

(In a scale of "Extremely uncomfortable" to "Extremely comfortable") 

 

End of Block: Questions 1 

Start of Block: Questions 2 

 

10 - How comfortable would you be if stores used a software like Eyeware's to collect the data on "what 

you look at", as an individual, to provide you with a more personalized service? 

 (In a scale of "Extremely uncomfortable" to "Extremely comfortable") 

 

11 - How likely are you to consider going to a store knowing that it would maybe give you discounts or 

coupons on the things you like, based on the data collected in-store? 

 (In a scale of "Extremely unlikely" to "Extremely likely") 

 

12 - What would make you willing to allow stores to collect your individual visual data? 

(You can choose more than one option) 

▢ Nothing, I would never provide this kind of data  (1)  

▢ I don't mind giving this kind of data, so I would do it for nothing in return  (2)  

▢ Discounts (up to 10%)  (3)  

▢ Discounts (up to 30%)  (4)  

▢ Only discounts bigger than 30%  (5)  

▢ Coupons  (6)  

▢ Store points (for stores with loyalty cards)  (7)  

▢ Other  (8) _______ 

 

End of Block: Questions 2 

Start of Block: Identity 

 

Age 
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o Under 18 years old  (1)  

o 18 - 24 years old  (2)  

o 25 - 34 years old  (3)  

o 35 - 44 years old  (4)  

o 45 - 54 years old  (5)  

o 55 - 64 years old  (6)  

o 65 years or older  (7)  

 

Gender 

o Male  (1)  

o Female  (2)  

o Prefer not to say  (3)  

 

Country 

▼ Afghanistan (1) ... Zimbabwe (1357) 

 

Which statement best describes your current employment status? 

o Working (paid employee)  (1)  

o Working (self-employed)  (2)  

o Student  (8)  

o Not working (temporary layoff from a job)  (3)  

o Not working (looking for work)  (4)  

o Not working (retired)  (5)  

o Not working (disabled)  (6)  

o Not working (other)  (7) _______ 

 

End of Block: Identity 

Start of Block: Thank you 

 

Thank you for your cooperation! Your time is appreciated 

Anything you want to comment? 

 

End of Block: Thank you” 
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Appendix 4 – Survey Responses 

Q3

 

 

Q4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Demographic Professional Preferences Behavioural

Average 3,624 2,68 2,752 2,312

Std. Deviation 1,166217929 1,134348707 1,120499028 1,118777302

Demographic Professional Preferences Behavioural

Extremely Uncomfortable 1 12 36 33 67

Somewhat Uncomfortable 2 38 92 81 91

Neither Comfortable nor Uncomfortable 3 48 51 66 48

Somewhat Comfortable 4 86 58 55 35

Extremely Comfortable 5 66 13 15 9

Average 2,348

Std. Deviation 0,97091

Lower than Expected 48

- 104

Just Right 65

- 29

Higher than Expected 4

Return of providing data
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Q8, Q9, Q10 and Q11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q12 

 

 

 

 

General Data Collection General Data Collection with Discount Individual Data Colllection Likelyhood with Discount

Average 2,496 3,174672489 2,659388646 3,31441048

Std. Deviation 1,1965412 1,186571614 1,212928012 1,157285173

1 58 25 53 25

2 84 54 73 38

3 49 52 42 51

4 44 88 73 104

5 15 31 9 32

Count %

Wouldn't Give 66 26,40%

Others 184 73,60%

Total 250 100,00%

Likelyhood with Discount

Average 3,31441048

Std. Deviation 1,157285173

1 25

2 38

3 51

4 104

5 32
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# Field Choice Count

1 Nothing, I would never provide this kind of data 17% 67,00

2 I don't mind giving this kind of data, so I would do it for nothing in return 7% 28,00

3 Discounts (up to 10%) 11% 43,00

4 Discounts (up to 30%) 18% 68,00

5 Only discounts bigger than 30% 22% 83,00

6 Coupons 14% 52,00

7 Store points (for stores with loyalty cards) 10% 39,00

8 Other 1% 4,00


